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Details of Visit:

Author: Val
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 8 Apr 2022 2:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Stoney Stratford free car park at rear, with easy fairly discrete access.

The Lady:

Website images aren't miss leading but somehow not quite my expectation.

Also the description said "All services including A levels" but there was a "sting in the tail"

The Story:

My expectation based on website images when Ria entered the room were disappointing.

Don't get me wrong, she's a lovely girl, all her attributes are there in the right number and place, but
she didn't do it for me. Ria might do it for you, which is why its makes writing these reviews difficult.
With the cost of living crisis and the price of Punting these days its pays to do your homework,
which I thought I'd done!

There was in my opinion a language / understanding issue. No rapport or conversation from outset
which created another negative. Ria was very pleasant, nice smile, she often giggled, which in
hindsight meant she had no idea what I meant?

I punt because its like dining out. You want to sample something else rather than just home
cooking. Dining out means you get to test and evaluate other meals, and experiment with
alternative quizine. Dinning out is a customer-centric experience and the enjoyment of somebody
else's cooking. Ria gastronómico experience was not to my taste, not even as good as a take away
the experience felt the same as home cooking basic and bland.

With Ria I had no real thrill or alternative kind of action. In truth I chose Ria hoping, as advertised,
for A levels, my assumption was I'd be giving Ria one up the Ria. However this would have added
significant extra cost, almost double, which I was not willing to pay.

In short I wrote off the cost and put it down to experience but can't honestly recommend Ria's
cooking delights.
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